Corrigendum to Varbatim Report of First Meeting of
Tariff Agreement Committee (E/PC/T/TAC/PV/1)

The following corrections should be made to the remarks of
the Chinese Delegate:

Page 21, para 1, line 6 :-
....admirable only a provisional way.......... substitute
....admirable "not in" a provisional way.

Page 21, para 1, line 12 :-
... taking is not only limited to the reduction........ Substitute .... taking is not only "related" to the reduction....

Page 21, para 2, line 6 :-
... provisional in its full force, but only ......... Substitute .... provisional in its full force, "or" only........

Page 22, para 2, line 14 :-
.... the United Kingdom correctly - to sign........ Substitute .... the United Kingdom "delegate" correctly - to sign.
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